Make your presentation stand out
using these essential PowerPoint
features
It is easy and quick to produce a slideshow by injecting a visual interest that makes a remarkable
presentation of write my essay for me. But, if you lack appropriate skills to make a presentation this all
could spell disaster.
To succeed in this era, it is extremely important to prepare an eye-catching and impressive presentation to
have a soothing effect on the nerves and minds of your audience. So that they will get engaged in your
content to grasp the basic idea and your message out of those visual aids. In order to avoid visual
distraction, you need to take help from write my paper to get a sample of well-prepared and well-organized
slides having catchy material in them. This will definitely help you to prepare effective presentations using
substantial features of PowerPoint to impress the viewers.
Hence, you need to focus on some important tactics as well as essential features that will turn out your
presentation remarkable. So, without sparing much time, pick up your train before it’s too late.

Using Slide Transitions as well as Sound Effects
Both of them are essential facets to grab the attention of your audience. A good presentation should contain
a single style transition with few effects to depict a professional outlook. This creative feature will enhance
the actual message that you want to communicate through the slideshow. But don’t forget to emphasize
your target message rather than solely relying on the latest features of the technology.

Using Regular Clipart
One of the essential features of PowerPoint is the use of standard clipart in your slides to make them more
attractive. They are intensively used and turned out a visual cliché which represents creativity to adherence
to the basic form. You should include graphical images to enrich your purpose. For further clearance, it is
highly recommended to essay writer from online professional writing services to get a clear idea about using
such graphical aids to convey your purpose. You could also use scanned images or high-quality graphics to
reflect realism while presenting info.
Templates of Presentation
Another key nutrient of the slideshow is the usage of templates to present your slides. Templates are
extremely useful to depict your original ideas in a most effective manner because they contain striking
backgrounds with good color combinations that become the center of attention of the audience. So, you
should apply such principles to give a vibrant look to your write my paper for me as the audience gets bored
with the boring presentation. Thus, add some colors to make it smarter. If it’s an office presentation, then
try to add the logo of the company in a screen’s corner to show a sign of professionalism and interest.
Guidelines for Crucial PowerPoint Slideshow
Fonts

•
•
•
•
•

Pick out a single font like Arial as it is easy to read instead of using other fonts that create reading
problems for the audience.
The size of the font should not be smaller than 24.
The same font must be used for all the headings in the slides.
Don’t put too much material in a slide as wordy slides leave a negative mark on viewers.
Limit the use of punctuation marks.

What’s Next?
Our facial expressions are especially important during the presentation. Just as receivers if are not giving
any feedback it makes the communicator uncomfortable, similarly a presenter’s blank face may also throw
people off balance.
What is the message that you get?
Make sure your non-verbal match your words.
There should be a social smile when you start your presentation.

•
•

Keep your hand free at sides so you can gesture naturally
Open hand gestures o builds trust and rapport

O Subconsciously gives a message that you are not hiding anything

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use close hand gesture only to make a point
Avoid crossing the midlines of your body with your arms—you look defensive, creates a wall
Avoid pointing
Avoid pizza pie gesture—make you look overly enthusiastic, emotional and out of control
Avoid arm akimbo (hands on the hips and elbows bowed outwards)—looks very authoritative and
commanding
Avoid keeping your hands in your pockets or behind your back
Avoid rocking back and forth
Do not lean on the podium or become frozen behind it

•
•
•
•

Make purposeful movement—avoid wandering aimlessly mid-sentence, walk only when you make a
transition to a new idea or when you want paper from paper writing service to be closer to the
audience to explain a point
If you want to move backward—move discreetly at a diagonal or gradually stepping back while
making a point
Avoid distracting manners o Adjusting your notes o Folding unfolding arms o Hands through hair o
Blinking eyes Clenching jaws o Frowning o Squinting o Licking lips
Have meaningful eye contact o Eye connection with one person at a time, 3-6 sec, just the right
amount of time to convey the right idea to one person and then move on

Food for Thought

•
•
•
•

Remember using contrasting colors particularly for background as well as text. So, light text is
suitable for a dark background.
Try to add core phrases and incorporate only important info.
Do not make too many slides as it will put a question mark on your credibility and the audience will
get bored as well.
Do not engage using more than 3 colors on a single chart.
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